
STRATEGY CLOCK FOR BRITISH AIRWAYS

History British Airways Being the flag carrier airline of the United Kingdom, British Airways plc (BA) has emerged to
become the largest.

The strategic execution is when the high level plan is translated into a more operational planning and action
items. Besides of those regional airports, bigger airports have very huge bargaining power. He decided to
ruthlessly pursue cost leadership. Compliance to new regulations is an essential option if British Airways
required constant and profitable operations. Higher monetary value and higher criterion Ryanair being a short
draw air hoses, has a strategic program of come ining into luxury and long draw air hoses, where concern
category will be really expensive and economic system category will be really less. For the right strategic
options to be identified, a TOWS matrix will be suitable for the formulation process. The second strategy will
consider the weakness in the company with the external factors like opportunities and threats to eliminate
underlying weaknesses in the company. However if any company does decide to compete on the same basis as
Ryanair it will be highly crucial for Ryanair. Due to lack of primary research and restricted access to company
information there maybe limitations in the findings and recommended strategy, however it is believed that if
the general direction of the suggested strategic intent is followed it will lead to success. The evolving role of
strategic management development. They have also become a focuser because their customer segment was
narrow which include UK business travelers who could not afford to fly full fare airlines. The corporate
strategy involves a method in which an organisation chooses which range of collections of business for the
company to interact with. A reactive strategy therefore would be to build an improved environmental stance
while going beyond the requirements of current regulations such as the climatic change bills. Instead of
bringing environmental policies slowly into different aspects of operation, completely remodelling the brand
into an environmental predecessor will improve the reputation of the brand among the new wave of consumers
in the same fashion as what Toyota Prius was for Toyota in the United States and world market. Aircraft fleets
are being purchased which is of 11 to 17 old ages old and Ryanair buys merely Boeing which focuses on less
preparation and handiness of trained staff on board. So, the snap of the merchandises is affected by
replacement merchandises, as more replacements are available the demand for other merchandises reduces,
and the demand becomes more elastic since the alternate additions. Within the long haul there exists little
differentiation between BA and its competitors in terms of pricing and service offering. Competitive Rivalry
The market is highly competitive. So it is very big threat of their strongest side. Those that entice a more
restricted section can be financed by those wishing the products or services rather than by dues. At the same
time, increasing the number of scheduled flights with primary focus on large Asian economies such as China
and India would increase the service offering ranges. Among them would be to identify the short and long
term goals for the company. So, if the economic system is monopolistic, the marketer has impact on repairing
the monetary values of goods and services. It is about change. The capital that you will invest in this sector is
very high. Nowadays, the British Airways has successfully been labelled as one of the pioneering airlines in
green technology adaptation and environmental friendly strategic decisions. Leaders who are more apt at
transformational styles of leadership will be suitable for the current crop of employees. Placing products in the
BCG matrix allows for products to be split into 4 portfolios in the company- which ate the stars, cash cows,
dogs and question marks. Firstly, they offer the lowest cost than its competitors. There will an implementation
of a combination of two strategies- namely the people processes strategy and a strategy that is focused on
technological advancements. The report is carried out by first and foremost; analysing the current internal and
external environment of British Airways. The purpose is to produce orderly results not change. Ever since the
company was privatised in , British Airways has continued to grow along with the rising competition in the
airlines market over the years. Ryanair uses to sell one manner footing which reduces the lower limit stay
demands, wherein its rivals like British Airways, Air France do non run one-way pricing method, which
makes them a market leader of cost. But as soon as competitors started blooming they had to decide their
strategy. There are too many risk factors involved with this strategy and companies that take this route for
growth require deep pockets to suppress possible failure. These strategies play an important role in assisting
the British Airways to regain lost ground in the current airlines market. It is Airbus. So the threat of direct and
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indirect substitutes is very high and the most important point is there are no switching costs for the customers.
Ryanair has no monopolistic advantage and it has perfect competition from other air passages, and the
purchaser has impact on the monetary values fixed by Ryanair. Strategic entrepreneurship: origins, core
elements and research directions. It is obvious that if you change your aircraft supplier, the cost of switching
will be very high. British Airways merger with American Airlines underwent a lot of legal proceedings that
are both costly and unnecessary distraction from the main business. Differentiation Distinguishing the goods
and services to fulfill the clients which has been offered from those of others gives a competitory advantage.
Environmental-friendliness is among the biggest marketing trends of the decade.


